Biomechanical modelling enables large deformation simulations of breast tissues under different loading conditions to be performed. Such simulations can be utilised to transform prone Magnetic Resonance (MR) images into a different patient position, such as upright or supine. We present a novel integration of biomechanical modelling with a surface registration algorithm which optimises the unknown material parameters of a biomechanical model and performs a subsequent regularised surface alignment. This allows deformations induced by effects other than gravity, such as those due to contact of the breast and MR coil, to be reversed. Correction displacements are applied to the biomechanical model enabling transformation of the original pre-surgical images to the corresponding target position.
INTRODUCTION
Breast cancer is the most common cancer for women worldwide and in the UK women bear a lifetime risk of onein-eight to develop this disease. Detection, diagnosis and interventions could benefit from combining information from different images or aligning images and the contained information with a surgical or interventional setting. To achieve this goal, establishing accurate correspondence between images or between images and a real world setting is required. The breast is a soft organ and is subject to large deformations when the patient position is changed. Different procedures require different patient setups to optimise image acquisition (e.g prone Magnetic Resonance Imaging), improve patient stability and comfort (e.g supine radiotherapy treatment) or account for practical circumstances (e.g. supine surgical position).
Prone-to-supine breast image registration aims to establish correspondence between images in the presence of large deformations. Standard intensity based image registration alone is unlikely to produce sufficient alignment due to the lack of initial overlap between the images. However since gravity is the main source of breast deformation between patient positions, solid mechanics can be exploited to predict gravity induced deformations. Such deformations can in turn be effectively used to guide registration procedures.
1 While some published approaches use mechanical simulations alone to predict one patient configuration from the other 2-4 alternative strategies combine biomechanical simulations with standard image registration methods 5-8 or aim for a higher level of integration between simulation and registration.
image driven registration approaches. Supine CT images for instance are only acquired after surgery to facilitate planning of dose delivery for radiotherapy. Another challenge related to the clinical applicability of patientspecific biomechanical models is that the material parameters are often not known and wide stiffness variations are reported in the literature. This motivated material parameter optimisation (see e.g. Han et al. 8 ).
In the context of image guided breast surgery, supine breast MRI 10 might provide information about the extent and location of a lesion in the surgical position. Hence this configuration was utilised in studies to assess the feasibility of image guided breast interventions. 11, 12 However, to date the supine imaging position is not standard clinical practice.
Optical surface imaging techniques have become popular in recent years. This fast, non-invasive and, compared to MRI, relatively low cost imaging modality could be used to image the patient in an upright or supine surgical pose. This could provide a valuable adjunct to prone pre-operative MRI, for surgical planning, surgical guidance or cosmetic evaluation when the prone image is warped to a target surface.
We propose an image-to-surface registration method which incorporates finite element (FE) biomechanical modelling, material parameter optimisation and surface warping to transform prone MR images to a supine or upright target surface. For validation purposes the target surface is extracted from a supine radiotherapy planning CT scan, to allow evaluation of the TRE within the breast volume. To evaluate the method with an upright 3D surface scan, alignment accuracy is measured using the nipple position.
MATERIAL AND METHODS

Image Data and Landmarks
Pre-surgical structural T1 and T2 weighted MR images with a native resolution of 0.7 × 0.7 × 3.0 mm 3 were acquired in the context of the VPH-PICTURE project * and patient consent was obtained. For the same patients supine CT images with a resolution of 1.1 × 1.1 × 3.0 mm 3 were acquired after breast conserving surgery as part of the radiotherapy planning procedure. In addition for case P1 an upright surface scan was obtained using a 3dMD optical acquisition system † .
In order to evaluate the alignment quality between prone and supine images, corresponding landmarks were manually selected in MR and CT images in the not operated breast, i.e. contralateral side, to avoid effects of tissue removal between the images. Since manual landmark selection is difficult, a control observer was given the prone landmarks of the first observer and asked to identify the corresponding locations in the supine position. Supine landmarks which were more then 15 mm apart were excluded from the evaluation to obtain more reliable landmarks.
Image Segmentation and Biomechanical Model
Prone MRI and supine CT images are segmented by first delineating the patient's skin surface. MR images are further processed and the surface of the pectoralis muscle is identified to define the posterior boundary of the biomechanical model. Internal breast structures are then further segmented into adipose and fibro-glandular tissues using niftyseg ‡ , an expectation maximisation based image segmentation. With the segmentation in place, the breast geometry is discretised into an FE mesh consisting of tetrahedral volume elements to represent the breast tissue and triangular membrane elements to represent the skin. Each element is labelled according to the tissue class segmentation result. The constitutive relation for the adipose and fibroglandular tissue was selected to beW
where µ and κ are the material parameters in terms of the shear and bulk modulus respectively, J is the determinant of the deformation gradient, andĪ 1 is the first invariant of the deviatoric right Cauchy-Green tensor. The skin is modelled as a membrane, using the following exponential constitutive expression Figure 1 . Overview of the material parameter optimisation workflow that aligns the finite element biomechanical model with the supine (or upright) surface scan. The material parameters of the biomechanical model are optimised such that rigid alignment of the surface scan and the simulated corresponding position improves the similarity measure. whereĨ 1 andĨ 2 denote the first and second invariant of the two-dimensional Cauchy-Green strain tensor and α s , β s and c s are material parameters. The boundary conditions of the breast model are selected such that the breast-chest interface is regarded as fixed, whereas the skin is assumed to be traction free. Nodes on the superior and inferior planes are restricted to axial in-plane motion. For the modelling purposes of this study, the open-source finite element solver FEB3 § is utilised. Figure 1 shows an overview of the material optimisation strategy which forms the first step of the proposed alignment procedure. The numbers given in the boxes are also used in the text at corresponding locations. The prone MRI based biomechanical model is generated (1) as described in section 2.2 and together with the target image forms the input to the optimisation.
Material Parameter Optimisation
The purpose of the optimisation procedure is to align the biomechanical model and the target surface as well as possible by only varying the material parameters of the biomechanical model. To this end a single multiplicative adipose/fibroglandular shear modulus factor is optimised, whilst maintaining a fixed ratio between the two tissue classes of µ f = 1.5µ a .
14 The bulk modulus κ on the other hand is set so that it resembles a constant Poisson's ratio of ν = 0.475, which was found to be a good compromise between near incompressible tissue behaviour and simulation stability. For the skin we select c s as the free parameter in the optimisation procedure since it is associated withĨ 2 which in turn can be interpreted as a measure for surface area change.
The biomechanical simulation (2) consists of two steps. In the first step the effect of gravity is removed by estimating an unloaded configuration. 15 In the second step gravity is re-applied corresponding to the configuration of the target surface (i.e. supine or upright). In the simulated target configuration the skin surface is extracted from the model (3) in order to facilitate rigid alignment with the target surface using an iterative closest point algorithm (ICP)
16 (4) . Since changes of the material parameters also affect the rigid alignment between the simulation and the target surface, the ICP is run repeatedly after each simulation.
The registration quality between the loading simulation and the target surface is evaluated with an objective function (5) . For this purpose the mean Euclidean point-to-surface distance is used. Let P sim (µ f , µ g , c s ) = {P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P N } be the N points of the moving surface mesh, i.e. the extracted skin points of the biomechanical loading simulation. Furthermore let S scan be the target surface, then the objective function is given by the mean minimum distance d of each point to the surface
The outputs of the material optimisation workflow are the material parameters, as well as the homogeneous rigid matrix which is used to produce a transformed surface mesh S rigid . § https://bitbucket.org/vasvav/feb3-finite-element-bioengineering-in-3d
The evaluation of the objective function (5) is computationally expensive as it includes two biomechanical simulations, and an iterative closest point registration (see figure 1) . As a result the gradient of the objective function is not readily available. We use the gradient-free Nelder-Mead 17 simplex optimiser (6) to determine the updated material parameters (7).
Surface Warping
Optimised material parameters alone do not guarantee good alignment between the loading simulation and the corresponding scanned surface. This is due to the MRI scanning and patient support equipment. Even breasts of carefully positioned patients can show severe skin surface indentations especially in the medial region around the sternum. 18 To consider this deformation in the biomechanical unloading simulation, traction forces on the skin have to be defined. However, the local varying magnitude and direction of such forces is not known and thus cannot be introduced in the simulation. A simpler alternative is required. The residual alignment error of the loading simulation is corrected by imposing a displacement constraint on the skin nodes such that these nodes coincide with the skin target surface. A simple closest distance projection onto the 3D target skin surface however is insufficient since (i) the projection could result in significant surface area changes and in extreme cases in collapsing elements, (ii) the resulting surface elements could be of bad quality, and (iii) the displacements are not necessarily smooth. We have addressed each of the issues as follows.
The components of the proposed surface warping technique comprise a displacement calculation D, which drives the skin surface of the biomechanical model towards the target mesh, a Laplacian mesh smoothing step, L, which regularises the mesh, an area constraint, A, which reduces local changes in surface area and finally a self-intersection prevention, I, which avoids mesh intersections. 
Here s is a scaling parameter which is used to balance the displacement driven component of the deformation with the other constraints.
L: Laplacian Mesh Smoothing
Mesh regularity often is a desired quality in biomechanical simulations. To control this during the course of the iterations, Laplacian Mesh Smoothing is used (see e.g. the work by Field et al. 19 and references therein). This is particularly useful in cases where the simulated surface normal shows a large angle to the target surface. In such extreme cases the displacement step D could cause the moving elements to collapse. Hence let w(P D,n i ) be the set of indices of mesh points connected to point P D,n i and |w| be the number of neighbours, then the displaced node P L i can be computed as
This means, that each point aims to move towards the centre of the surrounding points. The scalar weight l which in all processed cases was selected to be l = 0.1 controls the amount of smoothing.
A: Area Constraint Both previous mesh warping steps can introduce local changes to the surface area. In order to reduce the area change, a correction vector is calculated for each node as follows. Let T = {T 1 , . . . , T j } be the triangular surface elements connected to the current node P original surface area A 0,Tm (i.e. the area of each triangle before the surface warping is initiated) can be calculated
Here the vectors v Tm and w Tm point from the current central node to the opposite nodes of the triangle T m . The final correction vector is calculated as
I: Intersection Prevention Updating the node positions can result in a self-intersecting mesh. This is most likely the case in the inframammary fold region when the upright position is used as a target configuration.
Hence an intersection prevention process is incorporated by sensing possible surface contact in the direction of motion. If a self-intersection is detected, the corresponding node is kept fixed. Figure 2 shows the impact of contact between the breast and the MR coil in the prone configuration and an example result of the surface warping methodology as described in this section. Note how the deformations that originate from contact of the patients' breast with the MRI coil are effectively reduced. The displacement vector field shows the largest amplitude in the medial breast region. Hence, the corrected mesh represents the actual upright surface more precisely (c.f. figure 4).
Volume Mesh Warping
In a final step the surface displacements calculated in section 2.4 are used to update the volume mesh of the biomechanical model with the optimised material parameters obtained in section 2.3. While a similar idea was proposed by Ferrant et al. 20 with an application in brain-shift deformation recovery, here gravity loading and nodal displacement conditions are considered simultaneously. To calculate the volumetric displacements, the last loading simulation from the material parameter optimisation is re-initiated (c.f. step (2) in figure 1 ). When the gravity loading is completed, the displacement boundary condition on the skin surface nodes is activated. This imposes the previously calculated surface displacements onto the biomechanical simulation.
The volumetric displacements are now completely defined and can be generated by composing the deformation vector fields of (i) the unloading, (ii) the reloading, and (iii) the prescribed displacement simulations. This allows image warping and landmark transformation from the prone into the loaded configuration to be performed.
RESULTS
The evaluation of the registration method between prone MRI and supine CT surface was carried out using manually selected landmarks as described in section 2.1. The inter-observer distance (IOD) between the first and the control observer was evaluated for each prone MRI landmark by measuring the distance between the two observers' choice of corresponding supine CT landmark. Table 1 shows the results of the IOD evaluation. When all landmarks are considered, the mean IOD is between 12.8 mm and 16.7 mm. This value reduces to a range between 7.5 mm and 8.2 mm when only more reliable landmarks are considered for which both observers agree to a tolerance of 15mm. Table 2 shows the TRE evaluated by using the sets of landmarks as described above. The TRE was measured between (i) rigidly aligned prone and supine datasets, (ii) the initial registration result, when generic material parameters were used, (iii) the TRE after material parameter optimisation, and (iv) the final result after surface warping. The overall mean TRE for IOD (d < 15 mm) using a rigid transformation only is 74.6 mm which is reduced by the supine simulation to 21.5 mm. The material parameter optimisation further reduces the TRE to 17.0 mm and the best overall accuracy of 10.9 mm is achieved after the surface warping step. When all landmarks are used to evaluate the alignment accuracy, the TRE measures 13.7 mm Figure 3 shows the surface driven registration result for all cases investigated in this study. The skin surface was extracted from the supine CT surfaces (c.f. figures 3(a), 3(c), and 3(e)) and then used as the registration target for the prone MR images. The transformed MR images are shown in figures 3(b), 3(d), and 3(f). Note how structures in the healthy breast can be easily identified between corresponding images. For all cases the right breast is the healthy, not operated breast, shown on the left side of the figure.
The proposed method was also applied to register the MR image of P1 with the corresponding surface which was acquired with the patient standing in the upright position. Since the common features identifiable in the surface mesh and the MRI are limited to the nipples, the evaluation was carried out on this landmark only. Figure 4 shows the registration result as a volume rendering of the MRI combined with the textured 3D surface mesh (figures 4(a) and 4(b)). Figure 4 (c) visualises the nipple locations identified in the transformed MRI as green spheres, whereas the nipple location on the skin surface is identified by cross hairs projected onto the skin surface. The measured Euclidean distances for the left and right nipples are 10.1 mm and 6.3 mm respectively.
CONCLUSIONS
Surface driven prone-to-supine registration with a future application in image guided surgery addresses the challenge that the target intra-operative data is not a three dimensionally resolved image, but an optical surface scan. Hence algorithms are required which enable the transformation of prone MR images into the supine position using target surface information.
We propose an integrated, biomechanically informed surface-driven registration methodology that overcomes two main challenges when biomechanical models are used to simulate the large deformation from prone to supine: (i) unknown material parameters and (ii) additional deformations introduced by the MRI scanning equipment in the prone position. This is achieved by a material optimisation procedure followed by surface warping step which corrects residual geometric differences between the biomechanical simulation and the target surface.
The alignment quality was measured in terms of the TRE by using manually selected internal breast landmarks. For the alignment between the prone MRI and the supine CT surface an overall mean TRE of internal structures was evaluated as 10.9 mm, despite no internal breast information being used to drive the registration. For a prone-to-upright application scenario the nipple distances between the transformed MRI and the surface scan measured 10.1 mm and 6.3 mm respectively. The benefits of the surface driven approach are twofold. Regarding clinical application, the prone-supine registration can be utilised for surgical planning and initial guidance, since the lesion extent and margin visualisation becomes possible in multiple poses; namely supine, prone and upright. From the biomechanical modelling perspective the information obtained from the material optimisation and surface warping could be utilised in a feedback step to improve the biomechanical model geometry, by removing the MRI coil deformation artefacts. This in turn should lead to an updated and hence improved estimation of the unloaded configuration, increasing the fidelity and accuracy of subsequent biomechanical simulations.
